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For the better part of three decades, a rough, bifurcated conception of the world has driven corporate manufacturing investment and sourcing decisions. Latin America, Eastern Europe, and most of Asia have been viewed as low-cost regions. The U.S., Western Europe, and Japan have been viewed as having high costs.

But this worldview now appears to be out of date. Years of steady change in wages, productivity, energy costs, currency values, and other factors are quietly but dramatically redrawing the map of global manufacturing cost competitiveness. The new map increasingly resembles a quilt-work pattern of low-cost economies, high-cost economies, and many that fall in between, spanning all regions.

In some cases, the shifts in relative costs are startling. Who would have thought a decade ago that Brazil would now be one of the highest-cost countries for manufacturing—or that Mexico could be cheaper than China? While London remains one of the priciest places in the world to live and visit, the UK has become the lowest-cost manufacturer in Western Europe. Costs in Russia and much of Eastern Europe have risen to near parity with the U.S. (See Exhibit 1.)
To understand the shifting economics of global manufacturing, The Boston Consulting Group analyzed manufacturing costs for the world’s 25 leading exporting economies along four key dimensions: manufacturing wages, labor productivity, energy costs, and exchange rates. These 25 economies account for nearly 90 percent of global exports of manufactured goods.

The new BCG Global Manufacturing Cost-Competitiveness Index has revealed shifts in relative costs that should drive many companies to rethink decades-old assumptions about sourcing strategies and where to build future production capacity. To identify and compare the shifts in relative costs, we analyzed data in 2004 and 2014. The evaluation is part of a series of findings from our ongoing research into the shifting economics of global manufacturing.1

In developing the index, we observed that cost competitiveness has improved for several countries and become relatively less attractive for others. Within the index, we identified four distinct patterns of change in manufacturing cost competitiveness. (See Exhibit 2.) They include the following:

- **Under Pressure.** Several economies that traditionally have been regarded as low-cost manufacturing bases appear to be under pressure as a result of a combination of factors that have significantly eroded their cost advantages since 2004. For example, at the factory gate, China’s estimated manufacturing-cost advantage over the U.S. has shrunk to less than 5 percent. Brazil is now estimated

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXHIBIT 2</th>
<th>Most Economies in the Index Fall into One of Four Distinct Patterns of Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Under pressure</strong></td>
<td>Traditionally low-cost countries whose deteriorating competitiveness is driven by a wide range of factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Losing ground</strong></td>
<td>Traditionally high-cost countries whose competitiveness continues to deteriorate, because of weak productivity gains and higher energy costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>Belgium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Holding steady</strong></td>
<td>Countries roughly maintaining their relative competitiveness versus global leaders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>Indonesia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rising global stars</strong></td>
<td>Improved competitiveness compared with the others, because of moderate wage growth, sustained productivity gains, stable exchange rates, and energy cost advantages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: BCG analysis.
to be more expensive than much of Western Europe. Poland, the Czech Republic, and Russia have also seen their cost competitiveness deteriorate on a relative basis. They are now estimated to be at near parity with the U.S. and only a few percentage points cheaper than the UK and Spain.

- **Losing Ground.** Several traditional high-cost countries that were already relatively expensive a decade ago have lost additional ground, resulting in 16 to 30 percent cost gaps relative to the U.S. This is largely because of weak productivity growth and rising energy costs. The countries losing ground include Australia, Belgium, France, Italy, Sweden, and Switzerland.

- **Holding Steady.** From 2004 to 2014, the manufacturing cost competitiveness of a handful of countries held steady relative to the U.S. Rapid productivity growth and depreciating currencies have helped keep costs in check in economies such as India and Indonesia—even as wages have grown quickly. In contrast to the dynamic changes in India and Indonesia, the Netherlands and the UK have seen relative stability across all the cost drivers we examined. The performance of these four countries has positioned them as potential future leaders in each of their respective regions.

- **Rising Global Stars.** Cost structures in Mexico and the U.S. improved more than in all of the other 25 largest exporting economies. Because of low wage growth, sustained productivity gains, stable exchange rates, and a big energy-cost advantage, these two nations are the current rising stars of global manufacturing. We estimate that Mexico now has lower average manufacturing costs than China on a unit-cost basis. And except for China and South Korea, the rest of the world’s top-ten goods exporters are 10 to 25 percent more expensive than the U.S.

These dramatic changes in relative costs could drive a large shift in the global economy as companies are prompted to reassess their manufacturing footprints. (See Exhibit 3.) One implication is that global manufacturing could become increasingly regional. Because relatively low-cost manufacturing centers exist in all regions of the world, more goods consumed in Asia, Europe, and the Americas will be made closer to home. These trends also have implications for governments, whose leaders increasingly recognize the economic importance of a stable manufacturing base. We hope that this report will encourage policy makers in developed and developing economies alike to identify growing areas of strength and weakness and take action to shore up their manufacturing competitiveness.

**NOTE**

EXHIBIT 3 | The Relative Cost Competitiveness of the Top 25 Export Economies Has Shifted Dramatically

Cost competitiveness

- Unchanged or improved
- Declined by 1 to 4 points
- Declined by 5 to 9 points
- Declined by 10 to 14 points
- Declined by 15 or more points
- Economies not among the top 25 exporters

Source: BCG analysis.
Four factors are most responsible for the dramatic shifts in manufacturing competitiveness from 2004 to 2014. (See Exhibit 4.) The factors are now blurring the traditional boundaries between low-cost and high-cost regions.

- **Wages.** The range of hourly pay differentials for manufacturing workers remains enormous. But rapidly rising wages have significantly eroded the competitive advantage of a number of major exporters. Although manufacturing wages rose in all 25 countries from 2004 to 2014, nations such as China and Russia have experienced more than a decade of annual increases ranging from 10 to 20 percent. In other economies, wages have only risen by 2 to 3 percent per year.

- **Exchange Rates.** Changing currency values can make an economy’s exports either more expensive or cheaper in international markets. Currency shifts from 2004 to

**Exhibit 4 | Wages, Productivity, and Energy Costs Vary Dramatically Around the World**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wages</th>
<th>Exchange rates</th>
<th>Labor productivity</th>
<th>Energy costs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hourly rate for manufacturing worker, 2014 ($)</td>
<td>Currency change against the U.S. dollar, 2014 ($)</td>
<td>Productivity per manufacturing worker relative to the U.S., 2014 ($)</td>
<td>Electricity cost per kilowatt hour ($)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>17.64</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>-25.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>35.0</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td></td>
<td>Median</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**Note:** MMBTU = million British thermal units.
2014 have ranged from a nearly 26 percent devaluation of the Indian rupee against the U.S. dollar to a 35 percent increase in the Chinese yuan.

- **Labor Productivity.** Gains in output per manufacturing worker—or productivity—have varied widely around the world from 2004 to 2014 and explain some of the biggest shifts in total manufacturing costs. Manufacturing productivity rose by more than 50 percent in countries such as Mexico, India, and South Korea from 2004 to 2014 but shrank in others, such as in Italy and Japan. Some economies with low wage rates are not particularly competitive in terms of unit labor costs when wages are adjusted for productivity.

- **Energy Costs.** Prices for natural gas have fallen by 25 to 35 percent since 2004 in North America because of large-scale production of shale gas resources. In contrast, they have risen by 100 to 200 percent in economies such as Poland, Russia, South Korea, and Thailand. This has had a significant impact on the chemicals industry, which uses natural gas as a feedstock for production. Likewise, the industrial price of electricity has risen sharply in manufacturing economies such as Australia, Brazil, and Spain. As a result, overall energy costs in many countries outside of North America are between 50 to 200 percent higher than they were in 2004. This has caused major changes in competitiveness in energy-dependent industries.

To compare cost shifts in each of these four dimensions from 2004 to 2014 for the world’s 25 leading exporters of manufactured goods, we used the U.S. as the baseline. We aggregated scores for the four dimensions into an overall manufacturing-cost-competitiveness score for each economy in relation to the U.S. The score for the U.S. remains 100. If an economy has a score of 110 in our Manufacturing Cost-Competitiveness Index, its average manufacturing costs are 10 percent higher than in the U.S.

Of course, factors other than wage rates, productivity, exchange rates, and energy costs also weigh heavily on corporate decisions about where to focus supply chains. Logistics costs, the overall ease of doing business, and the presence of corruption—among other issues—can affect the attractiveness of potential locations. In our research, we have found that manufacturing growth in a number of countries that have very attractive direct costs is stunted because of weaknesses in these areas. (See Exhibit 5.) These factors are local in nature—and can vary widely in different locations even within countries. Therefore, we have not modeled them into our cost index. Wise manufacturers, however, must account for these factors when they make decisions.

### Exhibit 5 | The Competitiveness of Some Economies with Low Direct Costs Is Weakened by Secondary Factors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Manufacturing cost relative to the U.S. (%)</th>
<th>Overall business-environment ranking</th>
<th>Ease-of-doing-business ranking</th>
<th>Logistics performance ranking</th>
<th>Corruption perception ranking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>–17</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>–13</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>–9</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>–1</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sources:** U.S. Economic Census; U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics; U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis; International Labour Organization; Euromonitor; Economist Intelligence Unit; BCG analysis.

**Note:** Includes a selection of economies ranked from 11 to 25 on total export size.

1. Economist Intelligence Unit ranking is based on ten separate criteria or categories covering the political environment, the macroeconomic environment, market opportunities, policy toward free enterprise and competition, policy toward foreign investment, foreign trade and exchange controls, taxes, financing, the labor market, and infrastructure.
2. World Bank Ease of Doing Business Index.
3. World Bank Logistics Performance Index.
A decade of volatile changes in exchange rates and labor and energy costs has resulted in striking shifts in relative manufacturing-cost structures among the top 25 export economies. Manufacturing competitiveness—once concentrated in a few regions—is now truly global. There has also been a dramatic reordering of cost competitiveness among specific countries around the world.

As we dug more deeply into these macroeconomic trends, we identified four common patterns that describe cost shifts occurring in the majority of the economies in our index. We grouped these economies into categories that we describe as under pressure, losing ground, holding steady, and rising global stars.

Under Pressure
Five countries that have traditionally been regarded as low-cost manufacturing bases have seen their competitive edge erode significantly from 2004 to 2014: Brazil, China, the Czech Republic, Poland, and Russia. In several of these countries, average manufacturing costs are now estimated to be higher than those of the U.S. Brazil experienced the most dramatic swing: its average costs were around 3 percent lower than in the U.S. in 2004 and are estimated to be 23 percent higher in 2014. In 2004, average costs in Poland and Russia were estimated to be 6 percent and 13 percent cheaper, respectively, than in the U.S. Now they are both roughly at parity. Costs in the Czech Republic were around 3 percent lower than in the U.S. in 2004 but are now an estimated 7 percent higher than in the U.S. China’s estimated manufacturing-cost advantage over the U.S. has shrunk from 14 percent to just 4 percent over that period.

The key factors driving these changes vary widely by economy. Skyrocketing labor and energy costs have eroded the competitiveness of China and Russia. A decade ago, for example, manufacturing wages adjusted for productivity averaged an estimated $4.35 an hour in China and $6.76 in Russia, compared with $17.54 in the U.S. Again, adjusted for productivity differences, labor costs have roughly tripled in both countries, to an estimated $12.47 an hour in China and $21.90 in Russia. Average productivity-adjusted manufacturing labor costs in the U.S. have risen by only 27 percent since 2004, to $22.32. The cost of industrial electricity increased by an estimated 66 percent in China and 132 percent in Russia, while the cost of natural gas soared by an estimated 138 percent in China and 202 percent in Russia from 2004 to 2014. (See Exhibit 6.)

The erosion of Russia’s energy-cost advantage may seem surprising. Russia is a major exporter of natural gas and oil, and domestic manufacturers pay around 30 percent less for
gas than industrial customers in the U.S. But Russian gas prices have risen sharply compared with those in the U.S. Why? The dramatic increase of the production of shale gas has caused U.S. prices to drop sharply. Russia still relies on conventional natural gas, which has become more expensive. So even though Russian manufacturers continue to enjoy the world’s lowest natural-gas costs for industrial manufacturers, the cost advantage over the U.S. has significantly narrowed.

Brazilian factory wages have more than doubled in the past ten years. Higher incomes are typically a healthy sign of development. And the past decade was one of steady and stable economic growth that enabled millions of households to leap from poverty to the middle class. But rising wages were not offset by productivity gains. Indeed, total labor productivity improved by only 1 percent per year from 2004 to 2014—ranking Brazil 19th out of the 25 economies in our index on this dimension.

Previous BCG research has shown that Brazil’s high wage growth and weak productivity gains can largely be attributed to a shortage of talent, underinvestment, inadequate infrastructure, and an excessively complex and costly institutional framework for business. (See Brazil: Confronting the Productivity Challenge, BCG report, January 2013.) A doubling of industrial-electricity costs and a nearly 60 percent leap in natural-gas costs have also hurt competitiveness. Because of these factors, Brazil is tied with Italy and Belgium as the fourth least-cost-competitive manufacturing economy in our index, ahead of only Australia, Switzerland, and France.
Poland was the most cost-competitive economy in Europe a decade ago, and it remains well positioned compared with its neighbors. It has an estimated 20 percentage-point cost advantage over Germany, for example, although that has narrowed slightly from 23 points in 2004. But because of higher energy costs and rising wages, Poland has lost ground to some of the strongest global competitors. The country generated moderate productivity growth of approximately 38 percent from 2004 to 2014, but this benefit was largely offset by currency appreciation.

**Losing Ground**

Manufacturing costs in most of Western Europe were relatively high a decade ago, and cost competitiveness has weakened considerably in several countries. Average manufacturing costs in Belgium rose by an estimated 7 percent compared with those in the U.S. They rose by 8 percent in Sweden; 10 percent in France, Italy, and Switzerland; and 21 percent in Australia. (See Exhibit 7.)

Rising energy costs, strong currencies, and weak productivity growth are the main culprits. Electricity costs have risen by an average of 59 percent in the six economies. Natural-gas costs have soared by an estimated 94 percent since 2004 on average. Wages in those countries losing ground rose by approximately 10 percent more than they did in the U.S., while productivity growth lagged that of the U.S. by an estimated 10 percent. In Australia, for example, wages rose by 48 percent from 2004 to 2014, and labor productivity remained virtually flat. (See the sidebar “Australia: Losing Ground.”)

To get a sense of how dramatically productivity gains have lagged in some losing-ground countries, consider the following comparison. In South Korea, average output per manufacturing worker increased by nearly 56 percent in France, Italy, and Switzerland; and 21 percent in Australia. (See Exhibit 7.)

**EXHIBIT 7 | Many Traditionally High-Cost Economies Are Losing Ground Globally**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manufacturing cost index1 (U.S. = 100)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>France</th>
<th>Italy</th>
<th>Belgium</th>
<th>Switzerland</th>
<th>Australia</th>
<th>Sweden</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change</td>
<td>+10</td>
<td>+10</td>
<td>+7</td>
<td>+10</td>
<td>+8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sources:** U.S. Economic Census; U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics; U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis; International Labour Organization; Euromonitor; Economist Intelligence Unit; BCG analysis.

**Note:** Index covers four direct costs only; No difference is assumed for other costs (for example, raw-material inputs and machine and tool depreciation); the cost structure is calculated as a weighted average across all industries.

1Changes in the index from 2004 to 2014 are rounded to the nearest percentage point.

2Productivity adjusted.
The shifting economics of Global manufacturing from 2004 to 2014. In Italy, output per worker declined by more than 6 percent over that same period. Italy’s performance also is in stark contrast with that of neighboring Austria, where output per worker rose by around 24 percent since 2004. Even though Austria has the sixth-highest average factory wage of the 25 countries in our index, its relative cost competitiveness did not drop significantly over the past decade as productivity gains helped to offset other increases.

Relatively inflexible labor markets also contribute to the high productivity-adjusted labor costs in most losing-ground countries. France, another laggard in productivity, illustrates some of the challenges. From 2004 to 2014, this economy’s growth in output per worker was approximately 14 percent lower than that of the U.S. Part of the reason is that France has the most rigid work rules of any major exporting economy in our index. For example, the official workday is seven hours, employers must pay for 30 days of annual leave for workers, and night work is highly restricted.

Holding Steady

Four countries in our group of 25—representing both developing and developed economies—managed to sustain their cost competitiveness from 2004 to 2014, despite higher global energy costs. They are India, Indonesia, the Netherlands, and the UK. Overall costs in each nation changed by no more than 2 percent in either direction compared with the U.S.

Australia Losing Ground

Explosive demand in Asia for coal, iron ore, and natural gas over the past decade has been an economic boon for resource-rich Australia. The hundreds of billions of dollars that poured into mining, energy, and infrastructure projects created thousands of high-paying jobs and kept Australia’s economy buoyant even through the global recession of 2008 to 2009.

As Australia’s resources sector boomed, however, its manufacturing sector languished. Australia’s automotive industry was especially hard-hit. In 2004, Australia built nearly 400,000 cars valued at some $9 billion. By 2012, output had dropped by nearly half. The worst is yet to come. Ford Australia plans to shut its engine and vehicle plants in 2016; Toyota and General Motors’ Holden subsidiary have announced that their factories will close in 2017. The closures will eliminate thousands of jobs in the plants and in the wider automotive industry.

Although the relatively small scale of Australian car-assembly and parts factories made it difficult to compete with larger, more-efficient foreign factories, GM and Toyota both cited Australia’s high production costs and strong dollar as major reasons for pulling out. Our research confirms this sharp deterioration of Australia’s global cost competitiveness in manufacturing. Australia was the worst-performing of the 25 economies in the BCG Global Manufacturing Cost-Competitiveness Index, dropping 21 points relative to the U.S. since 2004 and moving past Germany, the Netherlands, Belgium, and Switzerland in average direct costs. Indeed, Australia lost ground in each cost area in our index—wages, productivity, energy, and currency exchange rates.

The resources and infrastructure boom contributed to the loss of cost competitiveness in manufacturing by driving up wages and the Australian dollar and by drawing away capital. Manufacturing wages rose by 48 percent over the past decade, and capital inflows from commodity exports caused Australia’s currency to appreciate by 21 percent against the U.S. dollar. At the same time, overall manufacturing labor productivity fell 1 percent in absolute terms over the ten-year period.
These four nations have significantly increased their cost competitiveness within their regions. The direct-manufacturing cost structures of the UK and the Netherlands, for example, have improved against each of the other ten European economies in our index as well as against Russia. Likewise, India and Indonesia have improved their cost competitiveness compared with each of the five other Asia-Pacific economies. As such, we refer to the UK, the Netherlands, India, and Indonesia as “regional rising stars.”

The UK has emerged as the lowest-cost manufacturing economy of Western Europe, just ahead of Spain. The UK’s indexed competitiveness improved by an estimated 5 percentage points relative to Belgium, 6 points relative to Poland, 8 points relative to France, and 9 points relative to Switzerland. The UK’s flexible labor market, which makes it easier to adjust the size of the workforce when economic circumstances change, is a major competitive edge. (See the sidebar “The UK: A Rising Regional Star”) The UK, therefore, may be a more attractive proposition as a location for investment in new capacity.

In the Netherlands, productivity-adjusted labor costs fell from 2004 to 2014 relative to the US. That is because manufacturing wages rose by only around 1.7 percent annually during that period, while productivity grew by an estimated 2 percent annually. Natural gas and electricity for industrial users cost approximately 10 to 30 percent less in the Netherlands than in most of its European neighbors.
When India’s Tata Motors acquired Jaguar Land Rover from Ford Motor in June 2008 for $2.3 billion, many feared that another storied icon of the UK’s industrial past would be shipped off to Asia—and thousands of good-paying jobs along with it.

Yet the company’s three UK production facilities have enjoyed a remarkable turnaround. Jaguar Land Rover is now investing heavily to expand production. In March, it will fill the first of 1,400 jobs that will be created at the new, state-of-the-art, $840 million plant being built in Wolverhampton. That facility will make a new family of high-technology, low-emission engines. The company says it will create an additional 1,700 jobs by 2015 at its Solihull facility to make Jaguar XE premium sedans based off of its new, advanced aluminum architecture.

Other global automakers are also taking advantage of the UK’s new position as one of Western Europe’s cheapest manufacturing locations. Since 2010, car companies have announced £10 billion ($16.8 billion) in investments, according to the Financial Times, including expansions by Nissan, Honda, and the BMW Group’s MINI. UK auto output has already increased by around 50 percent since 2009, and the Financial Times projects that it will grow by another one-third by 2017, to 2 million vehicles. More than 80 percent of cars built in the UK are exported, with most sent elsewhere in Europe.

Because of moderate wage increases over the past decade that were almost entirely offset by productivity gains, the UK’s direct-manufacturing cost structure improved by up to 10 percentage points relative to other leading Western European manufacturing export economies, according to the BCG Global Manufacturing Cost-Competitiveness Index. The UK has also improved its competitive position compared with Eastern European nations such as Poland and the Czech Republic, as well as with Asian economies such as China.

As a result, manufacturers of everything from toy trains to fashion garments are reshoring production. In a recent Manufacturing Advisory Service survey, 11 percent of small and midsize manufacturers in the UK said they had brought production back from overseas in the previous 12 months—twice as many as said they were shipping work abroad.

The UK’s advantages go beyond labor costs. Corporate taxes in the UK are the lowest in Europe, and by 2015 they will drop further, from 28 percent to 20 percent—nearly half the level of the U.S. Strong advanced manufacturing ecosystems that include engineering and components suppliers have emerged in Midlands and Oxfordshire for automobiles, Bristol for aerospace, and East London and Warwickshire for high-tech manufacturing.

But it is labor flexibility that gives the UK a distinct edge. The country scores highest among both Western and Eastern European economies in terms of overall labor-market regulation by the Fraser Institute, a Canadian policy research organization. This allows manufacturers in the UK to restructure much more quickly than those in other European economies. It also makes the UK an attractive place to build factories and create jobs once the investment cycle turns back toward growth.

—Sukand Ramachandran

Sukand Ramachandran is a partner and managing director in the London office of The Boston Consulting Group.
Manufacturing costs in India and Indonesia experienced more significant movement, rising in some dimensions but declining in others. Even though average manufacturing wages more than doubled in both countries over the past decade, these increases were offset by productivity gains and by currency devaluation. The Indian rupee declined by 26 percent against the U.S. dollar from 2004 to 2014, while the Indonesian rupiah fell by 20 percent. Energy costs increased relatively modestly. The price of natural gas rose by 5.2 percent annually from 2004 to 2014 in Indonesia and by 6.5 percent annually in India—substantially less than in other leading Asian manufacturing economies.

Both India and Indonesia could take better advantage of their low labor and energy costs to significantly increase exports of manufactured goods if they could improve in other areas that currently hinder their competitiveness. Even though Indonesia has the lowest direct cost structure of the world’s top 25 exporting countries, it earned the number 59 spot in logistics performance, 114 in corruption perception, and a lowly 120 in ease of doing business. In addition, Indonesia needs to improve its local supply base to reduce its reliance on imported materials, parts, and machinery. India’s low-cost advantage is significantly offset by its low rankings on logistics performance (46), corruption perception (94), and ease of doing business (134). (See the sidebar “India: Holding Steady.”)

Rising Global Stars

The manufacturing cost competitiveness of the U.S. and Mexico improved substantially over the past decade compared with all the other economies in our index. For these two rising global stars, productivity-adjusted wages and currency rates have remained stable or improved relative to the other countries. Both nations also have very competitive energy costs. (See Exhibit 8.)

Mexico has regained its status as a leading low-cost manufacturing base. The country enjoyed a surge of manufacturing investment and booming exports to the U.S. following the signing of the North American Free Trade Agreement in 1994. But a significant share of factory work went to China after that country entered the World Trade Organization in 2001. The pendulum is now starting to swing back.

The biggest factor is the cost of labor adjusted for productivity. In 2000, Mexican manufacturing labor was roughly twice as expensive as Chinese manufacturing labor. Since 2004, however, Chinese wages have nearly quintupled, and Mexican wages have risen by only 67 percent—less than 50 percent in dollar terms. And despite the fact that China has had higher productivity growth, the average Mexican productivity-adjusted labor costs are now estimated to be 13 percent lower than those of China. Add attractive electricity and natural-gas costs, and Mexico’s total costs are estimated to be 5 percent below those of China, 9 percent below those of the U.S., 10 percent below those of Poland, 11 percent below those of South Korea, and a full 25 percent below those of Brazil. (See the sidebar “Mexico: A Rising Global Star.”)

The manufacturing-cost gap between the U.S. and other highly developed economies widened significantly from 2004 to 2014. Average U.S. costs are now estimated to be 9 percentage points lower than those of the UK, 11 points lower than in Japan, 21 points lower than in Germany, and 24 points lower than in France. Of the large developed-economy exporters, only South Korea—at roughly 2 percent higher costs—is close. Indeed, as discussed in previous BCG research, the U.S. has emerged as the lowest-cost manufacturing location of the developed world. (See Behind the American Export Surge: The U.S. as One of the Developed World’s Lowest-Cost Manufacturers, BCG Focus, August 2013.) At the same time, the U.S. has achieved approximate cost parity with low-cost countries in Eastern Europe. The cost gap with China has shrunk dramatically and, if the trend of the last ten years continues, will disappear before the end of the decade.

Labor is one key to the growing U.S. competitive advantage. The U.S. has one of the developed world’s most flexible labor markets, ranking as the most favorable economy in terms of labor regulation among the top 25 manufacturing exporters. The U.S. also has by far the highest worker productivity among
If any Indian industrial sector were well positioned to benefit from the nation’s growing low-cost advantage, cotton fabrics and garments would seem a likely candidate. India is the world’s second-leading exporter of raw cotton and has an immense, growing workforce. What’s more, the cost of Indian labor has remained virtually flat over the past decade when adjusted for productivity gains. That should give India a big advantage in apparel, a sector for which labor accounts for nearly 30 percent of the total cost. By contrast, labor costs in China’s coastal provinces have nearly tripled.

Yet India accounts for only 3 percent of the global apparel trade—and there has been no big rush to build cotton textile or apparel plants in India. Instead, much of the country’s raw cotton and yarn is still shipped to China, where it is woven into fabrics and converted into apparel at factories that are primarily located in China, Bangladesh, Cambodia, and Vietnam.

The reasons illustrate the challenges that economies such as India must still overcome before they can fully translate their low-cost advantages into a surge of manufacturing investment and exports across a broad range of industries. In terms of direct manufacturing costs, our index shows that India has held steady from 2004 to 2014 relative to the U.S. Within Asia, India has the potential to become a rising regional star. Strong productivity growth and a depreciating currency have offset the increase in average manufacturing wages. Electricity and natural-gas costs have risen less than in most other major Asian export economies since 2004.

But factors other than direct costs undermine India’s competitiveness by adding risk and hidden costs. Bottlenecks at India’s seaports add days to shipping times. It typically takes six months to a year to clear all the regulatory hurdles needed to build a new factory in India. Labor laws that make it difficult and expensive for companies to manage their workforces during slow times discourage companies from building large-scale, cost-efficient factories. And while the government keeps electricity rates low for end consumers, in reality many manufacturers must pay much more for power than in other Asian economies. Because there is a perennial shortage of power capacity in the country, many factories must operate expensive diesel-powered generators on their own.

There is some cause for optimism. Container terminals and expressways are being built and expanded in India, and the growing use of power exchanges is bringing down electricity prices in some industrial areas. In addition, the country is developing special economic zones that offer speedier regulatory approvals and help in managing human resources. The Indian government has also been working harder to promote India as a global manufacturing base.

But fundamental reforms in labor, energy, and investment regulations are required before India can fully capitalize on its low-cost advantage. If the new government can accomplish such reforms, India is in a powerful position to emerge as Asia’s next star in manufacturing.

—Arun Bruce

Arun Bruce is a partner and managing director in the Mumbai office of The Boston Consulting Group.
EXHIBIT 8 | Mexico and the U.S. Are the Rising Stars

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wages</td>
<td>+27</td>
<td>+67</td>
<td>+71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absolute productivity</td>
<td>+19</td>
<td>+53</td>
<td>+27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Currency</td>
<td>Flat</td>
<td>–11</td>
<td>+7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural-gas cost</td>
<td>–25</td>
<td>–37</td>
<td>+98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity cost</td>
<td>+30</td>
<td>+55</td>
<td>+75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Note: The index covers four direct costs only. No difference is assumed for other costs (for example, raw-material inputs and machine and tool depreciation); the cost structure is calculated as a weighted average across all industries.

MEXICO
A Rising Global Star

Little more than a decade ago, Mexico’s manufacturing takeoff was in peril. After industrial zones along the U.S. border had filled up with thousands of maquiladora assembly factories in the 1980s and 1990s, the entry of China into the World Trade Organization fundamentally altered the economics of global manufacturing. Investment and employment growth in maquiladoras fell as makers of everything from garments to auto parts flocked to China, where workers were more plentiful and wages were dramatically lower.

Now the pendulum appears to be swinging back. Foreign investment in factories in Mexico is taking off again, even in industries in which China has been dominant. For instance, Mexican exports of electronics more than tripled, to $78 billion, from 2006 to 2013. Asian companies such as Sharp, Sony, and Samsung account for around one-third of investment in Mexican electronics manufacturing—compared with only around 8 percent a decade ago. In fact, Taiwanese electronics-manufacturing giant Foxconn Technology Group—the single largest investor in China—lags only General Motors as Mexico’s leading exporter, according to the trade consulting firm IQOM. Foxconn says its 5,500-worker facility in San Jerónimo in Chihuahua state exports 8 million PCs a year, and a major expansion is in the works.

A significant shift in cost competitiveness is behind Mexico’s manufacturing revival. A decade ago, average direct manufacturing costs in China were estimated to be 6 percentage points cheaper than Mexico’s, according to the BCG Global Manufacturing Cost-Competitiveness Index. Now, Mexico is estimated to be 4 percentage points cheaper. In fact, Mexico’s manufacturing cost structure improved the most of any of the 25 economies in our index.

The primary reason is that in China, labor costs soared and productivity wasn’t able to keep up. In Mexico, the 67 percent rise in average Mexican manufacturing wages from 2004 to 2014 was almost entirely offset by productivity gains in the modern industrial sector and an 11 percent depreciation of the peso against the U.S. dollar. Mexico also is benefiting from the shale gas revolution in the U.S. Natural-gas prices for industrial users have dropped by...
MEXICO  
(continued)

37 percent since 2004, giving Mexico a significant energy-cost advantage over most other exporting economies.

Beyond cost, several other factors also favor Mexico. The country has free-trade agreements with 44 nations—more than any other nation—including the North American Free Trade Agreement, which allows its goods to enter the U.S. duty free.

The country also has a strong work ethic: the average Mexican works more hours per year than people in any other OECD country, and there are relatively few labor conflicts. Most manufacturers have learned to mitigate the security risks posed by drug-related violence, although they must remain vigilant.

Mexico is experiencing strong growth in a range of industrial clusters, including transportation equipment, home appliances, and computer hardware. Eighty-nine of the world’s top auto-parts manufacturers produce in Mexico, as do 70 companies that assemble appliances or build related components.

An ambitious agenda of reforms under the new government of President Enrique Peña Nieto could bolster Mexico’s competitiveness further by spurring infrastructure development, improving the investment climate, and lowering energy costs. Moves to open the energy sector to private developers of shale gas and offshore oil, for example, are expected to build on the country’s energy-cost advantage. Such moves could strengthen Mexico’s position as a rising star of global manufacturing.

—Eduardo Leon

Eduardo Leon is a partner and managing director in the Monterrey office of The Boston Consulting Group and leads the firm’s operations in Mexico.

the world’s 25 biggest manufactured-goods exporters. Adjusted for productivity, U.S. labor costs are an estimated 20 to 54 percent lower than those of Western Europe and Japan for many products.

The big U.S. energy-cost advantage is a recent development. While industrial prices for natural gas have risen around the world, they have fallen in the U.S. by around 50 percent since 2005, when large-scale recovery from underground shale deposits began in earnest. Natural gas currently costs more than three times as much in China, France, and Germany than in the U.S.—and nearly four times as much in Japan. In addition to being an important feedstock for industries such as chemicals, low-priced shale gas has also helped keep electricity prices in the U.S. below those of most other major exporters. That translates into a sizable cost advantage for energy-intensive industries such as steel and glass. Natural gas accounts for only 2 percent of average U.S. manufacturing costs, and electricity represents just 1 percent. But in most other major goods-exporting countries, natural gas accounts for 5 to 8 percent of manufacturing costs and electricity for 2 to 5 percent. (See “Nearly Every Manufacturer in the U.S. Will Benefit from Low-Cost Natural Gas,” BCG press release, February 13, 2014.)

Because of its vast reserves, U.S. prices are expected to remain within a range of $4 to $5 per thousand cubic feet for several decades. What’s more, because it will take time before other nations are able to begin large-scale recovery of shale gas or before the U.S. can export domestic supplies, the cost advantage will remain largely exclusive to North America for at least five to ten years.

Several leading manufacturing export economies didn’t fit into our four categories because shifts in their cost structures didn’t follow one of the distinct patterns. (See Exhibit 9.) While Germany and Japan lost ground relative to economies such as the UK,
U.S., and the Netherlands, for example, they held steady or gained ground relative to China, Brazil, and many European economies. For South Korea and Taiwan, cost positions deteriorated compared with the U.S., India, and Indonesia, but these two economies gained significant ground on other emerging markets, such as China, Russia, Thailand, Poland, and the Czech Republic—and they gained a lot of ground relative to Brazil, Australia, and France. Although Canada lost 11 percentage points in cost competitiveness relative to the U.S. since 2004, it didn’t meet our criteria as a losing-ground economy because it has also benefited from declining natural-gas costs.

**Note:**
1. The indices consulted are the Transparency International 2013 Corruption Perception Index, the 2013 Economic Intelligence Unit Overall Business Environment Ranking, and the World Bank Logistics Performance Index.
ADAPTING TO RAPIDLY SHIFTING COST COMPETITIVENESS

A WORLDVIEW THAT NEATLY DIVIDED the globe into high-cost and low-cost manufacturing regions has served companies well for the past three or four decades. But as we have observed through the BCG Manufacturing Cost-Competitiveness Index, companies should view the world in a new light.

A decade ago, very few would have anticipated the dramatic and sustained shifts in wage and energy costs that have since taken place in the developed and developing worlds alike. However, in our rapidly changing global economy, there is reason to expect that volatility will continue and that relative cost competitiveness will remain dynamic. Neither companies nor policy makers can be complacent about their competitive position.

Economies that have already fallen behind in cost competitiveness need to take action now to keep their manufacturing bases from deteriorating further. Those that are well positioned cannot rest on their laurels.

There are profound implications for manufacturers with operations in all countries. They include the following:

- **Enhance productivity.** As once-enormous gaps between wages in developed and developing economies continue to shrink, improving the value added by each worker is becoming an increasingly important factor in manufacturing competitiveness across the globe. Conduct a fresh assessment across your manufacturing footprint of the potential cost benefits of greater automation and other measures that can significantly improve productivity.

- **Account for the full costs.** While direct costs such as labor and energy will continue to have a strong influence on decisions about where to manufacture, it is important to take full account of other factors. Logistics, obstacles to efficiently conducting business, and the hidden costs and risks of managing extended global supply chains, for example, can offset much of the savings from labor or favorable exchange rates. It is also crucial to take into account hidden cost advantages of operating shorter supply chains, such as speed to market, greater flexibility, and a better ability to customize products for specific markets.

- **Consider the implications for the broader supply chain.** Although direct costs may now be relatively cheaper in a given economy, companies must also consider their needs for components and materials. Reliable local suppliers may not yet be available to provide important inputs. In other cases, deconstructing the value chain could involve added logistics costs.
or unanticipated tariffs, duties, or other penalties. Companies will need to understand the implications of their network decisions from an end-to-end, supply-chain perspective to avoid any surprises.

- **Promote better business environments.** Maintain a dialogue with relevant regulators and policy makers in countries in which you manufacture. Actively encourage them to reduce barriers to business and to adopt measures that will improve global competitiveness, such as developing infrastructure and reducing corruption.

- **Reevaluate your business model.** To take full advantage of production in an economy, a one-size-fits-all model that uses the same processes and materials is unlikely to be optimal. Many companies should consider adjustments in their products or business models to better meet the needs of that manufacturing environment. It may make sense to use different materials that are locally available, for example, or to take advantage of new manufacturing technologies such as robotics and 3D printing when capital is cheaper than labor.

  Identifying and making such changes will allow companies to better meet the needs of the local market—often at a better cost position than if they use the same materials or processes that they use elsewhere.

- **Realign the global footprint.** It may be time to reassess your company’s global production and sourcing networks and align them with the shifting economics of global manufacturing. Map current and future demand for products in each region of the world and evaluate the optimal sources for goods and services on a global basis.

  For many companies, the shifting economics of global manufacturing requires approaching the world with a fresh mind-set. Rather than seeing the globe in terms of low cost versus high cost, manufacturing investment and sourcing decisions should increasingly be based on a more current and sophisticated understanding of competitiveness within regions. Companies that build production capacity based on outdated concepts of cost competitiveness—and that fail to factor in scenarios for long-term trends—risk placing themselves at a serious disadvantage for two to three decades. The winners are likely to be companies that align their operations with the shifting economics of global manufacturing—and that build in the flexibility to shift gears as those economics continue to evolve.
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